18-07-2014 PRESS RELEASE–NO SUCH THING AS A BULLY®
SYSTEM
September 2 – 4, 2014 ---------------- No Such Thing as a Bully® System
and Sylvan Lake FCSS - Family Violence and Bullying Coalition
have partnered to bring the No Such Thing as a Bully Certification Training
to Sylvan Lake. Registrations are being accepted.
With this first Certification Training, No Such Thing as a Bully is expanding the reach of this
valuable material to communities. Participants in this training are integral to the development of
the system and continued ideas and development of use of the system.
People who are certified are able to facilitate the use of the material in schools, workplaces and
homes. They learn to teach the skills in settings that include: school staff workshops, parent
workshops, classroom/small group sessions, workplace bullying sessions, community workshops
and coach workshops. Participants in the training will receive lifetime memberships to the No
Such Thing as a Bully Website. This allows certified people to have access to the 25 base lessons
online, the private Facebook and LinkedIN pages that are set up for support, ongoing teaching
videos, and the recommended policy for schools.
The base theory of the No Such Thing as a Bully® System is that it is necessary to remove the
labels “bully” and “victim” from the issue. The fact is, we all use bully actions and victim
responses at times. When we begin to take a different perspective on the issue, new solutions open
up. This is a new and practical system of managing bullying issues, and teaching and training
important adults to appropriately coach children through conflict and bullying.
Kelly Karius has been working in the field of conflict management since 2000. She is the author
of “This is out of Control! A Practical Guide to Managing Life’s Conflicts”, “A Brief Book of
Parenting”, and the “No Such Thing as a Bully®” System for parents and schools. Her latest book,
one of personal growth, is titled “Burgerslinger”.

For more information, interviews or services or to register for the Sylvan Lake trainign contact:
Kelly Karius
403-447-4404
kelly@nosuchthingasabully.com

